
 DATE:  December 17, 2021 

 DISTRICT NAME:  Lapeer Community Schools 

 SUBJECT:  Addendum to Security Camera (RFP) 

 Questions and Answers 

 Note:  **Add Bid Alternate: Server at Each Building Location has been added to this RFP 
 request. 

 Timeline: Product availability issues 
 The current timeline is the ideal timeline. Please put in an exception to document any issues such as product 
 availability, wait times, pricing issues, etc. 

 Realtime access is necessary for the Police department 

 Due to RFP materials not being accessible on the SIGMA website when posted, the District will accept proposals from 
 vendors who were not able to attend the walkthrough meeting. An intent to bid form will still be required. A secondary 
 walkthrough date will not be scheduled. 

 Q: Server location 
 A: Centralized at Lapeer Schools ACS or Oakland Schools ISD Waterford, TBD 

 Q: Is POE Provided by the district? 
 A: All switches provide POE to the devices. 

 Q: Camera MP Standard? 
 A: 5MP for External Cameras and Internal Large viewing areas, i.e. gym/cafeteria/hallways 

 2MP for Internal Small Viewing areas i.e stairwell/vestibule 

 Q: Wiring standard cat 6 or 6e? 
 A: Cat 6 is acceptable - Must be plenum rated 

 Cabling will go to the closest idf/mdf to each camera 

 Patch Panels are required - supplied by vendor 

 Any lifts that are needed must be provided by the vendor 

 Most buildings have drop ceilings, there is one building (CFI) with Metal Ceilings 
 Q: Are there spare metal ceiling tiles? 
 A: Yes 

 Q: Is there a preferred manufacturer for the cameras or system? 
 A: No 

 Q: For external parking lot cameras - do the light poles have constant power? 



 Lapeer Community Schools (131046) 

 A: Every pole has power, may have inconsistent configuration across the district 

 Q: Cable Color: Black or Blue 
 A: Green for security, or a color not Blue or Red, based on availability 

 MDF/IDF closets have either a 2 post or rack setup. 

 Q: Demo and removal of the old system is required?: 
 A: Yes as per the RFP 

 Q: Mount on the ceiling or the walls:  This will vary depending on location and need for the locations. 
 A: Pathways to the cameras are the vendors responsibility. 

 Q: Are boxes and conduit allowed for any surface mount cameras? 
 A: No. Preferred out of sight. If unavoidable, work with the district to identify the best solution. 

 Q:Warranty - 3 yr, 5yr Page 12 of RFP? 
 A: System end to end: 5 Year 

 Correction of Faulty Work: 3 Year 

 Camera Number Corrections 

 Center for Innovation (CFI)    33 Internal   9 External     42 Total 
 Lynch Elementary                  13 Internal   5 External     18 Total 
 Lapeer High School               35 Internal  14 External    49 Total 
 ASC                                        5 Internal     6 External     11 Total 
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